A model is proposed for the coronal response to the interaction between randomly moving photospheric magnetic ux elements. In this model the collision between two elements of opposing sign results in reconnection and the appearance of an X-ray bright point. A section of quiet sun on which elements are distributed and moving randomly, will contain a number of X-ray bright points. The model combines a distribution of element sizes, random velocities of the elements, and a model for a pair-wise collisions. This results in quantitative predictions for surface density of X-ray bright points, the distribution of their luminosities, and their contribution to the total heat ux in the quiet sun. The predictions depend principally on the densities of ux elements of each sign B + and B ? , the average element size , and the random velocity v 0 . The predicted heat ux, F XBP = 0:1 B + B ? v 0 , is in rough agreement with published observational studies of X-ray bright points but well below the ux required to supply heat to the quiet sun corona. Other predictions of the model are similarly consistent with published studies.
Introduction
The Sun and most other late main-sequence stars have hot outer coronae detectable by their emission of X-rays. These coronae are thought to result from plasma heating related somehow to the combination of magnetic elds and convective envelopes present on these astrophysical objects. The magnetic eld is believed to contribute either by transmitting { 2 { mechanical wave energy upward (Hollweg 1990 ) or by slowly storing and then rapidly releasing stress (Parker 1988) . In the second mechanism, called nano aring, the storage and release is thought to resemble similar processes observed in ares and micro ares. Indeed, ares and micro ares are assumed to constitute the high energy portion of a continuum of events extending to much lower, as yet unobservable energies { nano ares. Flares and micro ares occur at rates which scale inversely with their energies (Lin et al. 1984 , Dennis 1985 ; if this trend continues to lower energies then the entire range would provide a source of e ectively continuous heating. Extrapolation of observed values yields a total heating power due to nano ares somewhat lower than needed to explain the presence of the corona (Hudson 1991) .
Flares, micro ares and nano ares undoubtedly deposit heat in the corona even though it is not clear whether they are the dominant coronal heating source. The basic understanding of these phenomena is that plasma motions in the convection zone stress the coronal eld and the eld relaxes occasionally through magnetic reconnection. While this general description explains many observed features of individual ares and micro ares it has taken some time to formulate a quantitative model based on it. One major obstacle is that magnetic reconnection is understood so poorly that there is no accepted model of how much heating it might generate. Recently Longcope (1996) introduced the minimum current corona (MCC) model which placed a lower bound on reconnection energetics. It does so by assuming quasi-static processes involving discrete photospheric elements. The model has been applied to an individual are with some success (Longcope and Silva 1998) . In principle, it may be applied to a theoretical ensemble of active regions to calculate an average heating rate. The present work will attempt such a calculation, but for the quiet Sun.
Magnetic reconnection is also believed to occur in quiet Sun regions where it gives rise to features known as X-ray bright points (XBPs). These are localized regions of coronal brightening apparently caused by the interaction of two photospheric magnetic elements. According to present models the heating is caused by magnetic reconnection around the interacting elements (Priest et al. 1994 , Longcope 1998 . As with nano ares, the continual occurrence of XBPs will serve as a source of heating for the quiet Sun corona. While the quiet Sun is not as bright as an active region it still contains coronal material whose existence demands some source of heating. The amount of heating required to maintain the quiet sun corona has been calculated to be 3 10 5 erg sec ?1 cm ?2 (Withbroe and Noyes 1977) , some 30 times less than required in active regions.
Habbal and Grace (1991) measured the radiative losses by XBPs (which they identify as that portion of the transition region characterized by temporal uctuation) in the quiet { 3 { sun to be only 5 10 4 erg sec ?1 cm ?2 . Since this is almost an order of magnitude lower than required, it would seem that XBPs are not the dominant heating source in the quiet sun corona any more than nano ares are in the active corona. Nevertheless, XBPs do provide a source of heating to the quiet sun, and this work develops a theoretical model to quantify it.
The magnetic eld of the photosphere consists of isolated magnetic elements which move under the in uence of complex ows (Schrijver et al. 1996 , Schrijver et al. 1998 . A given quiet Sun region contains elements of both signs and a wide range of magnetic uxes . Within a surface area A the average number of positive elements with uxes in the range ( ; + d ) is given by the distribution function N + ( ) A d . Collisions between pairs of elements result in complete or partial cancellation (between opposing signs) or coalescence into a single larger element (between like signs). The destruction of ux through cancellation is balanced by creation through ux emergence, as ephemeral active regions. Schrijver et al. (1997a) formulated a model they called magneto-chemistry for the evolution of the distribution functions, N ( ), under the action of cancellation, coalescence and emergence.
X-ray bright points appear to be associated primarily with the cancellation events; collisions between opposing ux elements (Webb et al. 1993 , Harvey et al. 1994 . The collision of the photospheric elements is accompanied by magnetic reconnection in the corona. There may also be reconnection in the chromosphere or below, and this would undoubtedly have energetic consequences. Nevertheless, the present work will concern only the coronal eld and the heating due to its reconnection.
During such a collision, the coronal eld lines from each element must be disconnected from the background eld and connected to one another. If this is done in the absence of a plasma, for example in a vacuum, no energy is dissipated. The re-mapping of magnetic eld lines does not, however, occur so readily in the highly conducting corona. The prevailing belief holds that ares, micro ares, and XBPs, result from a sudden burst of reconnection { the eld lines seem to be re-mapped all at once. The MCC models the energy of reconnection as the di erence in energies between the equilibrium magnetic elds before and after the re-mapping (reconnection) occurs. Since it uses only equilibrium elds the MCC is a quasi-static model.
Application of the MCC model to a two element collision has provided an estimate of the energy released by reconnection in this event (Longcope 1998). This energy depends on the uxes of the colliding elements but not on the velocity of their collision. In this work we will estimate the average heating rate from the distribution functions N ( ), the rates of pair-wise collision, and the energy released per collision. The next section describes the model of photospheric ux elements, their distributions, motions and the energy released by their collision. In x3 these are combined to calculate the theoretical heat ux and the surface density of XBPs as a function of luminosity. The model presented in x2 assumes a uniform distribution of elements on the solar surface, rather than a distribution concentrated along the magnetic network. Section 4 estimates the e ect of the magnetic network to be a factor of 2 enhancement in the heat ux above that from x3. The distribution functions for each polarity N ( ) have been measured in quiet Sun (Schrijver et al. 1996 , Schrijver et al. 1997c ) and plage regions (Schrijver et al. 1997b) . The most accurate measurements, using the Michaelson Doppler Interferometer (MDI) on board SOHO, show the distribution functions in the quiet Sun to be approximately exponential (Schrijver et al. 1997c) N ( ) = 2 B e ? ;
(1) over the range 2 10 18 Mx < < 20 10 18 Mx. The parameters of the exponential are found from a best t of measured histograms to expression (1). Schrijver et al. nd ' 0:3 10 ?18 and B ' 1:6 G for their quiet Sun observations. The rst of the t parameters relates to the average ux of an element h i = 1= ' 3 10 18 Mx :
The second gives the mean ux density for each sign de ned by the moment
The quiet sun has little net ux hB z i = B + ? B ? , so the mean values for each sign are roughly equal B + ' B ? . The density of all poles per unit area is n B = 4:8 10 ?3 Mm ?2 .
(This is 10 poles, of each sign, in a eld of view one arcminute square, near disk center). The magneto-chemistry equations, introduced by Schrijver et al. (1997a) , yield expression (1) as an approximate steady state under the actions of collisions, destruction { 5 { and creation. In this steady state the constants and B depend on the rates of creation and collision, which appear as parameters of the model. For our purposes, however, it will su ce to use (1) based on its approximation of observed data, and to take the values of and B from these measurements.
The spatial distribution of magnetic elements is more complex than their size distribution. Photospheric ows rapidly sweep the elements to supergranule boundaries on which subsequent motions then occur. At any instant, therefore, the spatial distribution of elements will be concentrated along the supergranule boundaries, forming what is known as the magnetic network.
To begin with we will neglect the complexities implied by the network and model the spatial distribution of each species to be uniform and independent of the other; that is to say, the elements will be distributed as Poisson point processes (Kendall and Moran 1963) . Figure 1 shows a realization of this type. Elements are distributed randomly over a 300 Mm 150 Mm region of the quiet Sun. Positive and negative elements are shown as white and black respectively, with the ux of an element represented by its area. The distribution of uxes are governed by (1) with = 0:3 10 ?18 Mx ?1 and B = 1:6 G. In x4 we will relax the assumption of spatial uniformity, introducing a modi ed model with elements concentrated along a magnetic network. This will enhance the heat ux by a constant factor related to the size of the networks cells. A uniform distribution turns out to be accurate in the limit limit of small cells. Furthermore, assuming a Poisson point processes results in a simpler model from which more results can be extracted analytically. Therefore we do our initial analysis for this case.
The ux elements are bu eted by the turbulent photospheric ows causing them to move randomly. Schrijver et al. (1996) nd the typical root-mean-squared (rms) velocity to be 200 m/sec. They also nd that the rms velocity decreases slightly with increasing ux. To simplify our model we introduce the ux-dependence through a power-law relationship v rms ( ) = v 0 ( ) ? ; (4) so that v 0 ' 200 m=sec is the velocity of the typical element ( = = 3 10 18 Mx). We will leave the exponent unspeci ed to explore the e ect of the ux-dependent velocity; it will turn out to have little e ect on most results. The rather weak dependence observed by Schrijver et al. suggests a value near zero. In x5 we will consider a more accurate model of v rms ( ) by combining two terms of type (4).
Collisions
Magnetochemistry concerns the photospheric magnetic eld and the collisions between photospheric elements. These collisions occur when the observed features approach one another and then disappear from the magnetogram. In one interpretation (Zwaan 1987) this represents a ux tube being submerged below the photosphere. The present work, however, concerns the coronal magnetic eld above the photosphere. Above the discrete photospheric features the magnetic eld is believed to expand to ll the entire volume of the corona (Gabriel 1976) . A collision, as we will use the term, occurs when two opposing magnetic elements approach close enough that their coronal eld begins to interact. Because of their drastic expansion, elds in the corona will interact well before they do in the photosphere. The reconnection energy which will concern us relates to the interaction of these coronal elds, and not to any process in the photosphere or chromosphere. The MCC concerns magnetic geometry alone, and the term \corona" refers to that region above the canopy, where the magnetic eld has fully expanded. In actual fact, this point may be characterized by temperatures lower than those associated with the corona. Thus the process of magnetic reconnection described by the MCC model may lead to signatures in coronal, transition region and possibly chromospheric spectral lines. Most of the reconnection does occur in the genuine solar corona, thereby leading to coronal bright points. Bearing this in mind we will distinguish between con ned and uncon ned magnetic elds with the terms \photospheric" and \coronal" respectively. A single collision between two features was described and modeled by Longcope (1998). Prior to encountering one another each magnetic feature is connected, through its coronal eld lines, to \external" sources of ux which we will call the background eld. This is to say, if they do not connect to one another the elements must connect elsewhere. The background eld will be di erent for each collision, depending as it does on all the \spectator" elements in the immediate vicinity. A simple example of a background is a uniform horizontal eld with strength B 0 . The background eld is taken to be uniform only in comparison to the elds of the interacting poles, and will presumably di er in direction and and magnitude, for each colliding pair. With respect to the orientation of the colliding pair (i.e. from P to N) all background eld directions will be equally likely, since bipole orientations themselves will be distributed uniformly. Quantities characterizing collisions will, therefore, re ect an average over all background eld directions. We will assume, however, that a single choice of eld strength B 0 can serve as a proxy for the in uence of external sources on the typical collision.
The background eld strength B 0 is an extremely important quantity in the theory of collisions since without it there would be no collisions: the features would be completely connected to one another at arbitrary separation. As a result all quantities related to collisions depend on B 0 . We will assume that all collisions are governed by a single parameter B 0 , which we will take to lie in the range 10 G < B 0 < 100 G typical of the lowest corona. For estimates we will use the intermediate value B 0 = 30 G. This occurs, for example, within 100; 000 km of a moderate active region. In the end B 0 is best treated as a parameter of the model which may be determined by tting to observational data. Doing so in x5 will show B 0 = 30 G to give reasonably good agreement.
Prior to collision, all eld lines from each element join the background eld. These eld lines ll a zone extending q =B 0 from each element, and extending inde nitely \downwind", along the background eld direction (Longcope 1998). The two elements will rst encounter one another when their zones overlap; this occurs at a separation (Longcope 1998) (5) The actual distance of rst encounter depends on the orientation of the pair relative to the background eld. Since poles precisely \downwind" of one another can interact at distances greatly exceeding (5), the interaction region is not circular. Nevertheless, energetically signi cant reconnection will occur only between poles separated by distances (1998) concerns collisions between only two elements at a time. We will apply the results of this pair-wise model to each colliding pair in a given distribution. This is obviously correct for two elements each involved in a collision only with the other (such as the pair labeled A in g. 1). There will, however, be instances where one elements has more than one opposing pole within the interaction distance D( + ; ? ) at a single time (such as the positive pole labeled B in g. 1). It is likely that reconnection in such a circumstance is more complex than in the pair-wise case. No model yet exists for such cases, so we will neglect any possible complications and apply the binary model to each pair independently (i.e. B counts as two di erent collisions). It turns out that multiple collisions are a minority of collisions so this approximation is reasonable; 34 of the 55 pairs are binary collisions in g. 1. The error incurred by approximating the remaining interactions as 21 pairs, rather than a smaller number of more complex interactions, cannot even be estimated since no quantitative model exists for the more complex interactions.
To estimate the rarity of multiple collsions consider the average number of opposing 
The actual number of collisions su ered by the ux element + is a Poisson variable whose mean is f. The factor ? B ? =B 0 in expression (7) is a dimensionless quantity characterizing the rarity of collisions. As long as ? 1 then for the majority of positive poles, say those for which + 3, only a small fraction ( ? ) will be involved in binary collisions, while a much smaller fraction still ( 2 ? ) will be involved in multiple collisions. The parameters used in g. 1 give values + = ? = 0:17 and Poisson statistics predict 63% of the collisions will be binary, consistent with the fraction 34=55 ' 0:62 from the example. 
Collision energetics
Once initiated a collision may proceed to a complete or partial cancellation of the photospheric elements or progress as a grazing encounter whereby the elements simply \brush" past one another. Either case involves a transfer of coronal ux generically called reconnection. As the elements approach each other their eld lines are disconnected from external partners and joined to one another (see g. 2). In the process there is a transfer of ux across a eld line known as the separator. In the case of complete cancellation this ux transfer proceeds until the two elements are completely connected to each other. At this point, since the pair is completely decoupled from the background eld, it may be subducted below the surface. Only the nal subduction is identi ed as a \collision" by Schrijver et al. (1997a) ; we consider the entire ux-transfer process to be a collision, ignoring the subduction.
In a grazing encounter ux is rst transfered into the bipole and then back out. In the end the two poles are once again decoupled from one another and resume uncoupled { 11 { evolution. Like the cancellation event, this encounter involves the transfer of coronal ux and therefore constitutes a collision in our use of the term. Since the photospheric ux elements do not contact, it is not a collision in the magneto-chemistry model. On the other hand, the encounter of like-signed photospheric elements does not lead to ux transfer (the elements cannot share ux since they have the same sign) and thus is not a collision in our model. Nor is there much observational evidence for energy released by such encounters; rather XBPs are almost always associated with elements of opposite polarities (Webb et al. 1993 , Harvey et al. 1994 ).
The coronal response to a collision results from the magnetic reconnection. Transferring ux across the separator requires an electric eld by Faraday's law (Longcope and Cowley 1996) . The corona is highly conductive and will not permit an electric eld under ordinary circumstances. Fast magnetic reconnection occurs when extra-ordinary circumstances create a signi cant electric eld. One possible extra-ordinary circumstance is for a current sheet to trigger some form of plasma instability thereby enhancing the e ective collision rate (Longcope and Cowley 1996, Longcope 1996) . In such a scenario the ux-transfer electric eld occurs in the presence of a current, implying electromagnetic work.
The work done in transferring uxes is the source of heating we will include in our model. The work can be estimated by the di erence between energies of equilibrium magnetic elds before and after reconnection; this estimate is a lower bound on the energy. In this estimate the energy released does not depend on the resistivity or any details of the reconnection. In particular, it does not depend on rates of motion, or the photospheric velocity. This is a natural characteristic of a quasi-static heating model (Longcope 1996) ; it results from neglecting all possible dynamical contributions such as Alfv en waves. These potentially signi cant e ects are neglected in order to quantitatively assess their signi cance.
Longcope (1998) considered collisions between equal uxes, + = ? = , and found that complete cancellation released an energy E = B 1=2 0 3=2 ; (11) where is a dimensionless coe cient. The MCC contains a single free parameter, , describing the threshold for whichever plasma instability is actually responsible for reconnection. For a low value of reconnection occurs readily; = 0 corresponds to a vacuum. For the case of equal uxes Longcope found = 0:035 . Apart from the factor , expression (11) follows from dimensional considerations alone: the only physically relevant parameters in a quasi-static process are the uxes and the background eld. In g. 3a the ux connecting the two poles (solid) increases from zero to 3 10 18 Mx. It changes in a series of reconnection events (vertical segments) between which it is held constant (horizontal segments) by the highly conducting corona. The dotted line shows the hypothetical evolution in the absence of the corona (i.e. = 0). The reconnection events are triggered when the coronal current has exceeded a threshold (the threshold parameter here is = 0:25). The free-energy stored in the coronal current, shown in g. 3b, builds up slowly and drops abruptly with each reconnection event. This energy drop is the source of dissipated heat in the corona. Figure 3c shows the impulsive heating events felt by the coronal plasma. Roughly ten such heating events, each of E 2 10 25 ergs, have occured by the end of the 4 hour cancellation. Thus the complete cancellation produces 2 10 26 ergs of heating, in agreement with expression (11). 
We will use this simple expression, with = 0:035 , for all manner of collisions. will remain as a free parameter descibing the e ciency of fast magnetic reconnection. After initiation, a collision will last as long as it takes the elements to cancel or to Expressions (12) and (13) are motivated by simple head-on collisions, however, a simple model shows them to be good approximations for grazing encounters as well. In a head-on collision the pole separation decreases from maximum, D, to zero, while in a grazing encounter the separation rst decreases and then increases again. In a head-on collision, the \distance" traveled by the incident pole (i.e. motion relative to a stationary pole) is exactly D. Consider a grazing path to be a straight line (a chord) through a circle of radius D. Passing to within an impact-parameter h D of the center, the path length is 2 p D 2 ? h 2 . Assuming all impact parameters to be equally likely, the the average path length for a grazing is 1 2 D. This implies the average lifetime of a grazing encounter will be 60% longer than a collision. The average lifetime for the set of collisions and grazes will be somewhere in between.
Heating energy from an encounter can be calculated as the integral of a velocityindependent force (Longcope 1998) along the path of relative motion. Since this force is largest at small separations its contribution in grazing encounters will be systematically { 14 { smaller. This smaller force is compensated by longer paths to give an energy E for grazing encounters comparable to expression (12) for collisions. Using the approximate force law force F = 2E 0 (d?r)d ?2r where E 0 is the energy released in a head-on collision (i.e. eq.. 12]), leads to an average energy release 2 3 E 0 for grazing encounters. Applying these expression to both kinds of encounters will introduce an error no larger than 50% in the end result. Thus we will henceforth refer to all encounters, even grazing encounters, by the term \collision", and use expressions (12) and (13) for their energy release and life-time respectively.
In a collision the energy E (eq. 12]) is released over the life-time life through a series of impulsive events (see g. 3c). Smoothing over the impulses leads to an average power dissipation P( + ; ? ) = E( + ; ? ) life ( + ; ? ) = P 0 ( < ) 1? ;
where P 0 B 0 v 0 ' 0:6 10 23 erg=sec. This predicts a power of P 1:6 10 22 erg=sec in g. 3, consistent with the series of 2 10 25 erg impulses occurring every 20 minutes. Our complete model consists of one XBP located at each reconnection site, releasing an average power (14). Figure 4 is an image of the power liberated by reconnection in the 55 colliding pairs in g. 1. The emitted power, given by expression (14) with = 1 4 , is distributed as a Gaussian whose half-width contour is the same ellipse which encircles the pair in g. 1. The resulting map is then convolved with a Gaussian point-spread-function of width 2: 00 5 to simulate instrumental resolution. Black corresponds to high intensity, white to no emission. In what follows we will compute the power and related statistics of these reconnection events.
Statistics of reconnection events 3.1. Heat ux
The ingredients above can be combined to yield the statistics of the reconnection events in a model of the quiet sun. One event occurs with each collision, releasing an energy E( + ; ? ). The total heat ux generated by the events is 
for the typical choices of B = 1:6 G and v 0 = 2 10 4 cm=sec. Note that the external eld strength B 0 , while important for the theory of collisions, does not enter the total heat ux (except for the assumption that B B 0 for dominant binary collisions). Furthermore, when the velocity exponent is unity, and the smallest elements are moving much faster than those typically observed, the heat ux is only larger by 50%.
Event spectrum
The number of reconnection events at a given time is the production rate of events times the lifetime of events. For typical parameters this predicts 2:3 in a eld of view one arc-minute square, near disk center.
The number of such events within a range of powers (P; P + dP) is given by a spectral density N(P) dP. This spectral density is calculated by restricting the count in (18) 
and the exponent = 1=(1 ? ). The spectral density becomes highly localized around P = P 0 as ! 1 ( ! 1). In that limit expression (14) becomes independent of uxes and all events produce the same average power P 0 . For other values of the spectral density is peaked at a power below P 0 (see g. 5a). Consider an observation limited by a detection threshold P th ; those events with P < P th are not detected. In actual fact the visibility of an XBP depends more on the instantaneous power output than on the average power. Since the instantaneous power may { 17 { vary erratically in response to the impulsive energy releases, we will work instead with the average power P. In such an observation, limited to P P th , the number of detected XBPs per unit area is D(P th ) = Z 1 P th N(P)dP = D 0 F d (P th = P 0 ) ;
where D 0 D(P th =0) is the total density of reconnection events, and F d (x) is the detection fraction given by
If the detection threshold is at the nominal XBP power P th = P 0 then F d (1) = 22% of the reconnection events are detectable, regardless of the velocity exponent (see g. 5b).
E ect of the network
All of the foregoing calculations assumed the positive and negative magnetic elements to be distributed uniformly in space and independently of one another. The independence of the two distributions may be quanti ed using the two-point correlation of opposing ux elements. This property of the solar magnetic ux has not been measured yet, so we will not re-examine our assumption of independent distributions. The spatial distribution has, however, been studied and found to di er from uniformity. Flux elements are found preferentially along the magnetic network, coinciding with the lanes between supergranular cells. Concentrating the ux elements within subset of the surface is likely to increase the frequency of collisions. Thus we expect the results of the previous section to be systematically lower than corresponding results for elements distributed along the network. We will quantify this enhancement in a modi ed model for ux element interactions.
The magnetic network has been found to resemble the edges of a Voronoi tessellation (Schrijver et al. 1997a) . Motivated by this observation we construct a model network by randomly distributing cell centers uniformly in space as a Poisson point process. The average density of this distribution is 1= S, where S ' 300 Mm 2 is the average area of a supergranule (Hagenaar et al. 1997 ). The Voronoi cell about a given center consists of all points which are closer to that center than to any other. Figure 6a shows cell centers (+) distributed randomly, and the Voronoi cells they de ne (solid lines).
To distribute magnetic elements along this model network we proceed as follows. First, the elements are distributed uniformly, as before (e.g. g. 1). Then each element is \swept" radially from its cell center onto the cell boundary. This results in a the modi ed spatial distribution of magnetic elements. As an example g. 6b shows the result of sweeping the elements from g. 1 to the boundaries of those cells in g. 6a. There are now 83 interacting pairs.
{ 19 {
The spatial distribution of magnetic elements in this model is too complex to treat analytically. In order to proceed we will make the approximation that all interactions (collisions) occur between points on the same edge of a cell boundary. Since this amounts to concentrating all elements onto one dimension it would seem that this limit represents the most profound e ect the network might have on interactions. In the opposite limit interacting elements are on the edges of di erent, widely separated cells. In this case it is hard to see how the \sweeping" has a ected the interactions, other than to slightly displace each element in a random direction. Thus the case of uniform distribution corresponds to a limit of small network cells, while the \same-edge" approximation applies to the limit of large network cells.
After making the \same-edge" approximation a given pole + will interact with opposing poles distributed, with some linear density, along a straight line. The average linear density must be proportional to the average surface density which has not been altered by the sweeping process. Similarly the the linear density per unit ux ? ( ? ) must be proportional to the corresponding surface density ? ( ? ) =`N ? ( ? ) : (22) The constant of proportionality,`, is de ned so that the total length of network within a surface area A is A=`(at least as A ! 1). Statistical studies have shown that the average perimeter of a Voronoi cell is 4 S 1=2 (Hinde and Miles 1980) In observations S 1=2 is identi ed with the average \diameter" of a super-granule (by this logic`is the average cell \radius".) Hagenaar et al.(1997) 
Comparing this with expression (18) (25) which is the ratio of a cell radius,`, to a typical interaction distance q =B 0 . For the typical values = 3:7 and the actual ratio between expression (18) and (24) is 1:8 ' 1 2 , in approximate agreement with the increase from 55 to 83 pairs between gs. 1 and 6b.
The same-edge approximation demands that 1 in order that the cell radius greatly exceed the typical interaction distance. Conversely, in cases where 1 the same edge approximation is invalid and expression (18) should be used in place of (24); in other words the network has no e ect.
A similarly modi ed calculation yields the total heat ux from the network XBPs 
where C 0 is a numerical factor which varies smoothly between C 0 0 = 0:43 and C 0 1 = 0:73. Once again we nd that con ning elements to the network changes the corresponding result from a uniform distribution by the factor 1 2 .
Comparisons with published observations
The model above yields theoretical predictions for several measurable quantities which might be tested against published XBP studies. The model's predictions are expressed in terms of observable parameters of the photospheric eld and its motion, B , and v 0 .
Unfortunately none of the published studies measured these quantities in conjunction with their observation of XBPs. Indeed, the best estimate of each parameter are the studies of quiet Sun regions already mentioned. In the absence of other data we are forced to apply the values B = 1:6 G, = 0:3 10 ?18 Mx and v 0 = 200 m=sec to all quiet Sun regions. { 21 { Two other parameters, B 0 and , characterize the magnetic reconnection. The parameter B 0 represents the typical background eld strength in the vicinity of a colliding bipole. No attempt to has yet been made to more precisely de ne B 0 , and until this is done it cannot be measured. Perhaps the best approach is to t B 0 as a free parameter of the model. This may be best achieved in studies of XBP density, which we treat in the following subsection. We will show that B 0 ' 30 gives reasonable agreement with observation.
The other theoretical parameter, , concerns the energetics of magnetic reconnection.
The energy liberated by reconnection (in a quasi-static model) must scale as B 1=2 0 < 1=2 > as in eq. (12); this can be seen by dimensional considerations alone. The constant of proportionality, , relates to the details of the reconnection process, about which very little is known. It is possible to cast these details in terms of a threshold on the total current owing in a singular layer along the separator. Longcope (1996) expressed the threshold current as a fraction of a current I ? , which is characteristic of the potential eld, and found = 0:035 . The current I ? is de ned so that a sheet carrying this current has a width comparable to other global scales of the loop (e.g. its radius of curvature). A threshold value near unity therefore represents a current-sheet of global proportions. This has been used to argue that < 1 (Longcope 1996). Since this has not been established using full MHD calculations, however, it is not an exact constraint on .
Energetics and heat ux
The best way to establish a value for would be to use either three-dimensional MHD simulations or detailed studies of XBPs (the latter is currently in progress.) The best study of XBP energetics from the existing literature is the rocket-born EUV survey by Kankelborg et al. (1996 Kankelborg et al. ( , 1997 . This used snapshots at multiple wavelengths simultaneously to calculate instantaneous energy balance within each of 23 XBPs. (Kankelborg et al. 1997) . The inferred heating powers ranged from 3 10 23 ergs=sec to 3 10 24 ergs=sec, with a median value of 10 24 ergs=sec. Our model gives a theoretical expression for average power from an XBP P = v 0 B 0 < ' 2 10 23 ( < =10 19 Mx) erg=sec ; (27) where we have assumed a relative footpoint velocity of v 0 = 200 m=sec independent of ux (i.e. = 0). Those XBPs which are nearest disk center and have median instantaneous power in the study (designated 2f and 3e in Kankelborg et al. 1997 ) occur at bipoles whose magnetic uxes are found to be + ' ? ' 3 10 19 Mx. (This measurement was made using an archival KPNO line-of-sight magnetogram). Finally, comparing the interaction distance (6) to the measured loop lengths gives an estimate of the background eld strength
Equating expression (27) with the observed power 10 24 ergs/sec, and using observed uxes yields the estimate ' 1, It is encouaging that this observational estimate yields a threshold in keeping with our expectation that < 1. Hereafter we will adopt this choice = 1. An application of the MCC to a medium-sized compact are (Longcope and Silva 1998) inferred a similar value.
The model above predicts a total heat ux given by expression (26), once the contentration of ux along the network is taken into account. Using = 1 gives F XBP = 1:4 10 4 ergs sec ?1 cm ?2 . This is a factor of three lower than the radiative losses from XBPs in the quiet Sun found by Habbal and Grace (1991) . We consider this to be reasonable agreement considering that the most important factors in the heat ux, B + and B ? , are unmeasured. The next section will mention possible sources of additional heat, not included in our model. It should be noted that both predictions and the observations yield heat uxes almost an order of magnitude too small to serve as the primary source of coronal heating.
XBP population
The model predicts a surface density of XBPs, given by eq. (24), which is D 0 = 2:3 B + B ? =B 0 ' 0:02 per square Mm of surface. This would amount to an average of 4 events in a eld of view one arcminute squared, near disk center. (Or 6; 000 events on the disk under the unlikely circumstance that the entire visible hemisphere were to be quiet Sun). An actual observation would detect only a fraction of these events as XBPs. The detected fraction would depend on spatial resolution, sensitivity, temperature response, level of background, and many other factors. We have attempted to account for some of these factors through a threshold P th on average power. The fraction of events above the threshold is given by F d (P th = P 0 ).
Only a few studies have attempted a complete survey of XBPs suitable for measuring their surface density. Unfortunately, those studies did not report the magnetic quantities B or , nor do they attempt to characterize their detection threshold. Habbal and Grace (1991) use Skylab images in several EUV wavelengths. In their 22:5 square arc-minute eld of view (5 0 5 0 eld-of-view with two small active regions removed) they identify 12 XBPs. This gives a density of 0:5 per square arcminute. Porter et al. (1987) identify about two \network ares" in each 2 0 2 0 C IV rasterized image from SMM. This leads to an estimate of 0:5 per square arcminute similar to Habbal and Grace 1991 (or 1,400 over the { 23 { entire sun Porter et al. 1987] .) Both of these computed densities are about one-eigth of the predicted number of reconnection events D 0 . This could be explained by a detection threshold or P th = 1:3 P 0 ' 10 23 erg=sec for each of the instruments used.
The model also predicts the distribution of XBP powers, N( P). This is a particularly powerful prediction, as it depends on only a single parameter P 0 . Exploiting it, however, requires a survey of XBP powers which is complete above some lower limit P th . No such survey exists. To demonstrate the technique let us consider the the EUV study of Kankelborg et al. which calculated powers for each of 23 XBPs. All but one had power P obs > 5:8 10 23 ergs=sec. While this survey is not complete (nor did the authors ever intend it to be) the data suggests that above 5:8 10 23 ergs/sec, the sampling may be fairly representative (i.e. excluding the single XBP 3b in Kankelborg et al. 1997 ] with P obs = 3 10 23 ergs/sec). Figure 7 shows a normalized cumulative histrogram of those data with P obs 5: 8 10 23 ergs/sec. Assuming the sampling is complete, g. 7 shows the fraction of XBPs with P > P th which also have P > P. The theoretical expression for this quantity is .
Let us assume for the moment that the quiet sun of May 13, 1991 (soon after solar maximum) was in fact characterized by = 5 10 19 Mx. The surface density of reconnection events would then be D 0 = 10 ?4 Mm ?2 (note that the new leads to = 0:87, implying that the network is only partially signi cant). At the moment of observation roughly half of the visible disk is quiet Sun, so there would be 150 reconnection events. Of these the model predicts that 150 F d (0:58) = 64 would have P > 0:58 P 0 = 5:8 10 23 erg=sec. This is about three times as many as listed in their study. Based on a visual inspection of the images in Kankelborg et al. (1997) , it does not seem unreasonable that their incomplete survey includes one of every three XBPs. Note that at the surface densities observed by Habbal and Grace (1991) 
Discussion
We have developed a model for the coronal response to the interaction of randomly moving photospheric elements. In the model the collision between two elements of opposing signs results in reconnection and the appearance of an XBP. A section of quiet sun on which elements are distributed and moving at random, will contain a number of XBPs. The model yields quantitative predictions for the surface density of XBPs, their distribution of luminosities, and their contribution to the total heat ux in the quiet sun. The model combines three basic ingredients: 1. a distribution of element sizes, 2. rms velocities of elements, 3. a model for a pair-wise collision, including interaction distance and energy release. The quantitative results depend to varying degrees on each of the ingredients.
The model ingredients
The ux-distribution has been assumed to be exponential of the form (1) with parameters B and taken from a single study of the quiet sun (Schrijver et al. 1997c ).
The few observational studies which measure the element ux distributions generally agree on a decreasing spectral form. The choice of an exponential spectrum led to closed-form results from which dependencies could be readily extracted. The same parameters can be de ned from moments of arbitrary distribution functions The root-mean-squared velocity is assumed to depend weakly on ux in eq. (4) as indicated by observational studies (Schrijver et al. 1996) . Flux dependence is introduced though the exponent , which is found not to greatly a ect the results of the model. 4 . This is barely di erent from the previous = 0 result, demonstrating once again the small a ect of velocity ux-dependence.
The model for pair-wise collisions is taken from the minimum current corona model (Longcope 1996, Longcope 1998). The MCC model concerns only the reconnection of coronal eld lines between isolated photospheric features. It neglects all other processes, including many potentially signi cant contributions. It is generally conceded, based on observations, that reconnection does occur between magnetic features. The strength of the MCC is that it quanti es the energetic contribution of that process in the absence of all others. The success or failure of foregoing model, in the face of observations, will clearly indicate how signi cantly reconnection actually contributes to the corona.
Coronal heat ux
The most notable prediction of the model is the heat ux due to magnetic reconnection events (i.e. eq. 15]) F XBP = C B ? B + v 0 ;
(33) where we have here ignored the e ects of the network in the interest of clarity. This simple expression depends on general aspects of the model's three ingredients, but not on the details of these ingredients. The quasi-static nature of the energy release model demands the linear dependence on photospheric velocity v 0 . Furthermore, since heat is generated by collisions the expression is proportional to the surface density of each species of collider. It is assumed that only those collisions between opposing polarities produce heat, so the heat ux is proportional to the product B + B ? . These plausible assumptions lead immediately to expression (33) on dimensional grounds alone. The numerical coe cient C ' 0:1 does depend on the details of the models: for example C comes from the double integral over the exponential size distributions.
Expression (33) di ers from other coronal heating models in several notable respects.
For example, uxes from wave heating models are always quadratic in v 0 (Hollweg 1990) since that is the velocity-scaling for Alfv en wave energy. The direction of a magnetic eld line has no e ect on Alfv en waves, so wave heating models depend on the total unsigned ux, rather than on a product of the densities of each polarity. In particular, a unipolar portion of the surface can be e ectively heated by waves, while it cannot be heated by reconnection between opposing ux elements (expression 33] vanishes for unipolar regions).
Expression (33) also di ers from comparable expressions in many DC heating models, where heat ux scales quadratically in both normal magnetic eld and velocity (Sturrock and Uchida 1981 , Parker 1983 , Van Ballegooijen 1986 , Parker 1988 . The quadratic dependence on velocity in these quasi-static models results from parameterizing reconnection by a \reconnection time". Were this time to be written as a critical distance divided by the velocity, the expression would become linear in velocity. Indeed, some DC models begin by parameterizing reconnection by a displacement or twist angle, rather than a time, and do nd heating rates linear in velocity (Browning et al. 1986 , Longcope 1996 . Moreover, DC heating models are typically proposed for active regions, whereas the model presented here is for the quiet sun. Magnetic interactions in active regions are much more complex than the simple binary collisions treated in this model. We thus do not expect the generic DC heat ux to depend simply on a product of the ux density in each polarity.
As a quasi-static model, the MCC is distinct from AC heating models in a clear sense: it scales as v 0 in the limit v 0 ! 0. According to this distinction, certain theoretical manifestations of magnetic reconnection, such as X-point collapse (Hassam 1992, Craig and McClymont 1993) , are classi ed as AC and are therefore neglected by our model. Using heating estimates based on the MCC quanti es the contribution of DC heating alone. The MCC includes only reconnection between ux elements and neglects reconnection within a ux element. The magnetic equilibria used to calculate E are not subject to full line-tying constraints. For example, a constraint is placed on the number of eld lines (i.e. total ux) which connect P to N in g. 2, but no constraint is placed on how those eld lines are connected. The eld is therefore free to assume a potential solution within the P{N ux system, and current in the MCC model ows only between ux systems. One immediate consequence of this is that the eld cannot be stressed by twisting one of the footpoints; this kind of energy is neglected in MCC. This is a convenient thing to neglect since understanding twist requires a model for the internal structure and velocity of the ux tube. Dynamical ux tube theories (Spruit 1981) are not applicable at the photospheric layers, nor do our best observations (Schrijver et al. 1997c ) reveal much about the internal structure of magnetic features. Finally, no energetic contributions from the chromosphere are included. There are several theoretical studies of reconnection at this level (Ryutova et al. 1997 ), but we have not included these. Once again our motivation was to develop a model which includes a single physical process, in order to assess the signi cance of this process. The detailed structure of the magnetic eld at the chromosphere is poorly understood, and the reconnection there is likely to be much more complex than reconnection in the corona.
The total heat ux predicted by our model falls well short of the amount thought to be heating the quiet sun corona, F ' 3 10 5 erg cm ?2 sec ?1 (Withbroe and Noyes 1977) .
Based on our model, magnetic reconnection cannot be the primary source of coronal heating in the quiet Sun. This might be one more case in which impulsive reconnection events fail to ful ll the role of a steady-state coronal heating mechanism. Another well-known case is that of micro-ares and nano ares, whose energetic contributions has been estimated (Hudson 1991), and found to be inadequate. Observational estimates of the contribution of XBPs have shown them to be similarly inadequate (Habbal and Grace 1991). The remaining heat must come from one of the energetic contributions excluded from our model e.g. Alfv en waves, reconnection within bipoles, or from energies related to interactions more complex than binary collisions. Comparisons of this model to published observations are extremely encouraging. Predictions of total heat ux, surface density and the spectral distribution of XBPs are close to observed values. Unfortunately, all of these comparisons su er from a lack of data.
The model predictions depend on three magnetic parameters, B + , B ? , , as well as on v 0 .
Furthermore, the predictions concern the complete population of XBPs. A full test of the model requires a survey of XBPs which is complete to some observational limit, combined with measurements of these photospheric parameters.
